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NOCDOC Recognized on 2017 CRN Next-Gen 250 List
Annual List Features Trailblazing Solution Providers Transforming Business with Emerging Technologies
Winston-Salem, NC, November 6, 2017 – NOCDOC, a leading provider of outsourced technology support services,
announced today that CRN®, a brand of The Channel Company, has named NOCDOC to its 2017 Next-Gen 250 list.
The annual list recognizes standout IT solution providers who have successfully transformed their businesses to meet
the demands of emerging technologies such as cloud computing, IoT, virtualization, mobility, business analytics and
business intelligence. These solution providers, all in business for fewer than 20 years, have adapted to an evolving
marketplace with a notable penchant for bringing key technologies to their clients before they become mainstream.
NOCDOC’s Service Operations Center provides predictive identification, tracking and remediation of issues affecting
voice systems, IT infrastructure, applications and databases. NOCDOC addresses clients’ needs through a variety of
events, incidents and requests involving areas such as performance, security, reliability and availability. The Service
Operations Center operates on a 24x7x365 basis.
“Our goal is to build a long-term business partnership with each client. Successful implementation and steady-state
delivery of services forms a foundation of mutual respect and open communication channels to allow for exchange of
ideas, addressing issues and fostering dialogue on process improvements” said Staale Swift, CEO of NOCDOC.
“This group of solution providers is leading the way when it comes to emerging technologies, bravely stepping into the
uncharted territory of next-generation IT solutions ahead of their peers,” said Robert Faletra, CEO of The Channel
Company. “Our 2017 Next-Gen 250 list is comprised of relatively new companies as well as established ones, all
sharing the common thread of successful, trailblazing solutions designed to meet an unprecedented set of customer
needs. We congratulate each team on its vision and contribution to the overall advancement of the IT channel.”
A sampling of the Next-Gen 250 list will be featured in the December issue of CRN. The complete list will be available
online at www.crn.com/nextgen250.
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About NOCDOC
NOCDOC is a privately owned and operated Master Managed Services Provider headquartered in Winston-Salem, NC.
NOCDOC provides voice and data systems, remote and onsite managed services through its 24x7x365 Service

Operations Center (SOC). These services include Data and Voice Engineering Services, Network Operations Center,
End User Support Services, Security Operations Center, Product Procurement and an Engineering services group.
About the Channel Company
The Channel Company enables breakthrough IT channel performance with our dominant media, engaging events,
expert consulting and education, and innovative marketing services and platforms. As the channel catalyst, we connect
and empower technology suppliers, solution providers and end users. Backed by more than 30 years of unequaled
channel experience, we draw from our deep knowledge to envision innovative new solutions for ever-evolving
challenges in the technology marketplace. www.thechannelco.com
Follow The Channel Company: Twitter, LinkedIn and Facebook
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